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CANELO-PLANT

FOR ALL THE MARBLES AT SUPER MIDDLEWEIGHT

S

By Jason Langendorf

uper middleweight isn’t one of boxing’s showcase
divisions, but it has, from time to time, enjoyed a
moment. Toward the end of their careers, Sugar Ray
Leonard and Thomas Hearns had cups of coffee at
168 pounds. Roy Jones Jr. and James Toney briefly brought
some heat to the division. Joe Calzaghe fought nearly the
entirety of his undefeated Hall of Fame career at super middleweight. And a decade ago, the Super Six World Boxing
Classic – featuring a stacked field that included Andre Ward,
Jermain Taylor, Mikkel Kessler and Arthur Abraham – transformed the pipe dream of a modern professional boxing
tournament into a sublime reality.
But we have yet to see anything in the 168-pound division
quite like what we’re witnessing in Saul “Canelo” Alvarez.
A four-division titleholder who has advanced through six
weight classes, from 140 pounds to as high as 175, Canelo
is a better fighter today, at age 31 and after 59 professional
fights, than he has ever been. He hasn’t just carried his power
up the ladder; he has seemingly improved it. And although
no one will ever mistake his feet for Baryshnikov’s, Alvarez
has also become tougher to hit – a more elusive target and a
more dangerous counterpuncher.
What’s more, Canelo is operating with the confidence of
a fighter who has a bone-deep understanding of the significance of the mountain he has scaled. He wears his experience
like armor. He senses his place in Mexico’s rich boxing history and current popular culture. Alvarez also knows that

his next fight is an opportunity – maybe the opportunity – to
burnish his legacy and offer fans yet another spectacle they
have never seen: an undisputed, unified super middleweight
champion.
On November 6, at the MGM Grand in Las Vegas, Alvarez will face Caleb Plant, an undeniably skilled opponent
and the 168-pound division’s only other beltholder. Barring
a draw, one fighter will walk from the ring at the MGM
Grand’s Garden Arena holding all four world title belts – a
not-insignificant accomplishment reserved for the very few in
the convoluted fiasco that is contemporary boxing’s championship title scheme (and we do mean scheme). And at super
middleweight? So far, never.
For what it’s worth, Alvarez has promised to show Plant
something different. He said as much during one of the prefight face-offs, when he shoved Plant across the stage and the
fighters exchanged open-handed blows and dueling motherfuckers. Bad blood in boxing is as trustworthy as a wooden
nickel, but the animosity between Alvarez and Plant has been
lacquered on thick – and seems to have stuck. Still, that hardly guarantees a fight worth watching. Will Canelo, 56-1-2
(38), prove his claim that Plant 21-0 (12) is not on his level?
Or does the 29-year-old Plant have the wherewithal and fight
plan to, in his words, “accomplish unbelievable things”?
According to some of those with the perspective and expertise to take measure of the fight, a few key considerations
should be taken into account:
Contrived animosity is the norm these days at press conferences, but the scuffle between Canelo and Plant was real enough to result in a small cut
under Plant’s right eye.
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bital bone. Like Lara, Saunders is a slick
southpaw who stayed out of tight spots and
made it difficult for Alvarez to unleash the
full breadth of his power. The difference is
that, since the Lara fight, Canelo has mastered the art of balancing aggressive pressure and measured patience. Saunders, even
as he was enjoying some success and sticking to the middle of the ring against Alvarez, got caught. And that’s the danger, even
for a slippery boxer such as Plant: Against
Canelo, it isn’t a matter of whether you’ll
be crunched, but when.
“To keep Canelo off of him, he needs
more power and needs to actually sit there
and fight,” says Benavidez. “And I don’t
think Caleb Plant has ever been hit like he’s
Plant uses educated footwork and angles to create counterpunching opportunities. Movement
will be key against Canelo.
gonna be hit by Canelo.”
Al Bernstein, who will provide analysis
PLANT’S MOVEMENT
on the Showtime broadcast of the fight, concedes that Plant
“There’s definitely an opportunity for Caleb Plant to win,
isn’t a power puncher. “But he’s better at sitting down enough
but he has to be very focused on his game plan,” says David
on his punches to make them count,” he says. “Early in his
Benavidez, the former super middleweight titlist and popular
career, if you look back at those fights, he was so much a
favorite to face the winner of Canelo-Plant. “His best chance
back-footed fighter that you always got the sense that if that
is moving, just like how Erislandy Lara fought Canelo. I
didn’t change in his career when he moved up in increments
think Plant has to fight him the exact same way.”
against better fighters, he wasn’t going to be effective. But he
Benavidez isn’t alone. Ask around and you’ll hear the Lara
did change that. He’s become better, at least, at grounding
fight – in which the tricky Cuban southpaw, then 31, tied up
himself enough to trade a combination and move to at least
and muffled the offensive arsenal of a 23-year-old Alvarez
make those punches count a little bit more.”
back in 2014 – cited as the blueprint for many a Canelo opWill that incremental uptick in power be enough to stifle
ponent. For Plant, who seemingly lacks the power to slug it
the
worst of Canelo’s assault?
out with Alvarez, the approach seems especially apt.

against a prime Gennady Golovkin. A combination of footwork, speed and better-thananticipated power may help Plant stay in the
fight, but it still feels like bringing Tupperware
to a gun fight. Still, the challenger has another
weapon.
“Obviously, the jab is the key for Plant,”
says Caleb Truax, the former super middleweight titlist who fell to Plant by a wide decision in January. “That’s what’s gonna get him
out of trouble and what’s gonna keep his distance.”
Truax says Plant’s jab is as effective as that
of any fighter he’s faced, including the heavy
left hand of one-time unified middleweight titlist Jermain Taylor.
“Taylor’s was hard and just like a piston,”
Truax says. “Plant’s is just tough to pick up. It
comes from a strange angle. He plays around
Plant’s jab – on display here against Vincent Feigenbutz, who lasted into the 10th round in with it, like a pitcher almost. It’s not a hard
February 2020 – is his best weapon and a key to pulling off the upset.
jab, but it was good. It was quick and came
from different angles and at different speeds.
PLANT’S JAB
It
was
tough
to
pick up on and it kept me at bay. I’m 38 and
Plant won’t match Canelo’s power, and he isn’t likely to
Canelo is 31, so we’ll see if it works against Canelo.”
check a chin that repeatedly held up under fire in two fights

Hall of Fame fighter Buddy McGirt, who
trained Sergei Kovalev for his 2019 light
heavyweight matchup with Alvarez, brings
up the Lara fight as well. McGirt believes
the most important aspect of any fight plan
against Canelo is unpredictability.
“He’s got to basically give him different
looks every other round,” McGirt says of
Plant. “You can’t do the same thing with
Canelo, because he’ll figure you out. But
I think if you give him different looks, I
think it’ll be a lot more complicated. So
you get him used to one thing and then
you switch up to another.”

CANELO’S POWER
In May, Billy Joe Saunders gave Alvarez good work for the better part of eight
rounds – until Canelo landed a haymaker
from the heavens that busted the Brit’s or-

Billy Joe Saunders was doing reasonably well against Canelo until a right hand not unlike this
one brought about the end. Canelo has evolved into a feared puncher.

Canelo has become one of the best body punchers in the business, as Saunders discovered last May. A consistent body attack will figure prominently in Canelo’s game plan.
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PLANT’S STRATEGY
Truax is the first to admit that Plant faces a Herculean task
in keeping his feet, staying engaged and not getting caught
in traps set by an intelligent, versatile and powerful fighter.
But he thinks the challenger may have a chance by dragging
Canelo through the muck and stealing rounds over the course
of the fight.
“I think his path to victory is to make it a boring, boring
fight,” Truax says of Plant. “Stay away from Canelo, don’t
exchange with him at all. Just jab and jab and pot shot and
keep Canelo at bay with that speed and with that jab. Because if he starts exchanging, that’s Canelo’s game. And if
he lets him close the distance and slow him down and get
him up against the ropes, that’s when the body shots come.
Obviously Canelo’s a fantastic body puncher, and that’s going to slow anybody down. If you get close, hold to make the
referee do his job and break you up. Throw the jab, keep it at
a distance, use your feet and stay off the ropes.”

VEGAS, LIKE MOST OTHERS, IS NOW CANELO’S TOWN.

As the house fighter wherever he may roam, Alvarez routinely receives the benefit of the doubt on officials’ scorecards.
To win a decision, Plant can’t simply be better. He needs to
impress. He must put on a show.
“So we’re waiting to see the best version of Caleb Plant,”
says Bernstein. “We’ve seen him step up and handle the people that he’s handled, and we know that’s been good enough.
But for him to win this fight, we have to see the best version
of Caleb Plant. We have to see him do things that are on
another level.”And if we see that, we’ll get a chance to also
witness something else – something that may not be as rare
as an undisputed 168-pound champion, but a moment that
is more likely to live on in the memories of fight fans: For the
first time in years, we will get to experience an honest-to-god
super middleweight superfight.
Can Plant stop Alvarez? No. Can he go the distance and
give himself a chance to steal a decision? I don’t think so.
Canelo has too much power, is too durable and has too many
tricks in his bag. Expect him to get Plant out of there by the
ninth round. ★
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The way we see it: Canelo by stoppage in the middle rounds.
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